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-This monograph is translated into Arabic under the title Al Kayan Al Islami wa-Al Nidhal min Ajl Al’Adalah. Damascus: Dar Al-Fikr (1999).


On Muslim and Arab Women


Education is the Means to Free Oneself From Shirk (association) a booklet (10 pp.) by the American Trust Publishers, Indianapolis, Indiana, (1985).


The Position of Women in the Contemporary Muslim World. In Al-Ittihad Journal of Islamic Studies, 13, 1, April (1976), pp. 18-25.
On Arabic Computerized Curriculum

On Muslim and Arab Education in the West
North American Muslim Women Speak. NACMW NEWS, 1992, 1, 2: pp. 3 & 5.
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**Work In Press**


**Work In Review**


“Between the Post-ethnic and the Unique: Exclusion of American Muslim Women and Decision-Making.”